Rice Gallery Presents

New Art/New Music
Saturday, February 21, 2015
3pm

Reception to follow

Inspired by Shotgun
Atelier Bow-Wow + Jesús Vassallo
+ Students from the Rice School of Architecture

The concert is coordinated by percussionists
Brandon Bell and Dino Georgeton
This program is supported in part by the
Sviatoslav Richter Fund for Music Outreach

Five (1988) - John Cage (1912-92)
Mobile Miniatures

Our Simple, Spacious Envelope (2014; premiere) - Nigel Deane (b. 1993)
Mobile Miniatures

48 Objects (2005) - Mark Applebaum (b. 1967)
Mobile Miniatures

Camelback (2015; premiere) - Brendan McMullen (b. 1994)
Mobile Miniatures

4’33” (1952) - John Cage

James Blanchard, flute
Christen Sparago, flute
Jorie Butler-Geyer, violin
Aaron Conitz, viola
Brandon Bell, electronics
Nigel Deane, electric violin
Dino Georgeton, percussion
Torrell Moss, percussion